
Security Risks  
and Response
Every year thousands of people are kidnapped worldwide, 
while many more are the victim of threats, extortion, piracy  
or malicious detention. Whether trying to mitigate the risks  
you face, enhance your crisis preparedness or ensure you  
can access the necessary 24/7 support during an incident 
Convex provides clients with an innovative approach which 
combines decades of underwriting expertise with deep 
operational crisis response experience.

About Convex
Convex is an international specialty insurer and reinsurer with operations  
in Bermuda, London, New York and Luxembourg. We underwrite insurance  
and reinsurance for complex specialty risks across a diverse range of business  
lines, with underwriters who are well practiced in leading lines of business and 
developing innovative new products.

Our success is reflected in the speed and depth of our growth. As we approach  
the end of our third full underwriting year Convex is a 480-strong, $3 billion 
insurance and re-insurance business.



If you would like to discuss this or how Convex  
Security Response can support you, contact your  
broker, agent or Convex Security Response on:
securityresponsemanagement@convexin.com

Security Risks and Response
Kidnap, extortion, threats and malicious detention are among the 
most stressful experiences a family or organisation can experience, 
meaning it’s critical to choose an insurer and response team you 
can trust. Convex’s Security Risks underwriting team has 40 years 
of relevant underwriting experience while our response team has 
over 200 years of collective crisis experience, including responding 
to 1,600 cases.

How we support clients?
Taken together our experienced Security Risks underwriters and 
our unique inhouse, fully integrated global team of 19 specialist 
response consultants can underwrite, advise and respond to a 
broad spectrum of crisis situations, including:
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While every risk and every incident is different our sole objective 
is to provide clients with the competitive, innovative insurance 
solutions they need, as well as the advice and support required  
to manage any challenging situation and ensure the quickest 
possible resolution of the incident.

Innovation, quality assurance and expert insight
We pride ourselves on our engagement philosophy of partnering 
with brokers and clients alike. Our unique Advisory Committee 
model ensures the highest level of transparency, legal expertise 
and quality assurance.

Consisting of senior response consultants, external subject matter 
experts and including the broker, our Advisory Committee allows  
us to harness to the benefit of deployed consultants the best 
possible advice, expert insight and specialist support available,  
in turn ensuring the client’s best interests are protected at every 
stage of a major incident.
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